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San Mateo, Calif.-based on-demand data provider Xignite has migrated its entire web services data 
infrastructure to Nasdaq OMX’s FinQloud hybrid financial services-dedicated cloud computing 
environment, to accelerate cloud acceptance and adoption among large trading and investment 
firms 
  

“We have become more and more focused on large financial institutions, and these are sensitive to security 
issues,” says Xignite chief executive Stephane Dubois. “Nasdaq has done a lot of work around regulation, 
security and storage controls…. When we talk to large banks, there is still some reluctance to use the 
public cloud, so this goes a long way to addressing that.” 
 

Xignite migrated its infrastructure around the start of September, and will run all its services on 
FinQloud going forward. Because the vendor previously leveraged Amazon’s public cloud, and FinQloud is 
built on Amazon Web Services, the transition was seamless to clients, Dubois says. “For clients, there was 
no change in end points, and all the APIs work exactly the same…. There was zero technical challenge to 
the migration. It was just the flip of a switch,” he says. 
 

Beyond Storage 
 
FinQloud has initially focused on providing secure storage for records that must be retained to meet 
regulatory compliance, but Julia Sears, associate vice president of FinQloud at Nasdaq OMX, says she 
envisages broader uses for the cloud, and may develop joint services with Xignite in future to serve other 
data needs of FinQloud users—which currently number 28 companies of varying size, though she adds that 
larger firms with more data and higher compute costs have the most to gain from using FinQloud. 
 

“When a client says they need to remove billions of dollars from their bricks-and-mortar infrastructure, they 
are coming to us to find out how they can do it,” Sears says. “FinQloud’s first focus was on records 
retention… and related trade data, unstructured data, and regulatory data… but [besides that] firms will want 
to access other types of data. I think there is a lot that Nasdaq OMX and Xignite can do around giving 
market participants access to tools and services that touch every part of what they do, and give them new 
ways to access market data and regulatory data.” 
 

Dubois says it makes no sense for firms to build private clouds with thousands of servers that replicate their 
on-site infrastructures and cannot take advantage of “elastic” computing resources. “Private clouds don’t 
reduce costs as much: you still have to buy servers, and you don’t get the benefits of a public cloud…. We 
are starting to deploy our platform at large banks who have market data from the major vendors and want us 
to take that and put it into the cloud… and it costs them a lot less to utilize that shared infrastructure than to 
build it themselves—that way, the firm benefits, and ultimately, the whole industry benefits,” he says. “Once 
you have more sources and more connections, you start to achieve that efficiency.” 
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